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Abst rac t - -The  primary objective of this paper is to extend the results obtained by Habetler and 
Haddad [1] for the global asymptotic stability of a nonnegative equilibrium to a generalized Volterra- 
type system involving rn species in n homogeneous patches and allowing diffusion between patches. 
The solution of the steady-state problem is shown to be equivalent to finding the solution to the 
Generalized Linear Complementarity Problem. @ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been a resurgence in the study of dynamic communities. In this 
paper, we are concerned with the steady state of autonomous systems of the type represented by 
2(t) = X(t)F(x(t)) for X(t) = diag(x(t)) and z(t) = Ix1 ( t ) . . .  xm(t)], the intrinsic populations of 
the species involved, and F(x) = [/'1 (x) . . .  Fro(x)] is some piecewise linear function describing the 
interactions between the species. We will address under what conditions the system is partially 
feasible at equilibrium (where some species may survive while others may become xtinct), if and 
when these equilibria will be globally asymptotically stable, and how the dynamics are affected if 
diffusion among various homogeneous communities i allowed, e.g., the case of a predator looking 
for a new food source or the case of a prey escaping a predator. 
2. GENERAL IZED P IECEWISE  L INEAR 
MODEL AND DEF IN IT IONS 
First we present a model for an autonomous, deterministic, generalized Lotka Volterra system 
with m species. Consider the following dynamical system of differential equations: 
dxi 
- 5ci = x iF i (x l ( t ) ,x2( t ) , . . . ,Xm(t ) ) ,  i = 1 . . .m,  (1) 
dt 
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where each Fi(x(t)) is a continuous nonlinear function and xi is the i th species. While nonlinear 
functions may best describe the interactions between the population species, piecewise linear 
functions may be acceptable approximations allowing an unlimited number of refinements that 
maintain much of the simplicity of linear systems. We will now consider the system where Fi(x) 
is a piecewise linear function defined by 
( m ) 
Fi(x) = max ai,t - Z aq,t xj 
j=l 
for l = 1 , . . . ,  Li possible linear segments. 
The aij,t's are constants representing the interspecific and intraspecific relationships in a com- 
munity of m species along each segment ~ and the ai,~'s represent the intrinsic growth rate of 
species i along segment g. It is clear from a physical point of view that xi(t) > 0 for each i and 
for all t, since xi(t) represents the intrinsic population of the i th species at time t. 
We can always think of each of the linear pieces in a given Fi as a multiple of a possible 
limiting factor in the growth of the i th species, as in [2], thereby allowing the weakest such factor 
to control the growth of the i th species by assessing the various possible linear constraints on its 
growth rate and moving into that niche or patch that allows its intrinsic growth rate to follow 
the least such constraint. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Nm represent m-dimensional Euclidean space. Let x* be a steady-state of (1). 
Let P, Q be such that M* = P U Q = {i : i = 1. . .  m} where x~ > 0 for i 6 P, P nonempty, and 
x~ = O for i e Q. Let L = {k : k = l . . . l} .  Let ~.m = {x E ~m : xi > O for i E P and xj >_ O for 
j E Q}. Then x* > 0 is said to be a solution or an equilibrium of the steady-state o f ( l )  if x* = 0 
for i = 1 , . . . ,m.  
DEFINITION 2. A nonnegative, nonzero equilibrium point x* of system (1) is said to be stable 
with respect to ~.m if (1) for every ~ > 0, there exists a ~ > 0 such that for every x(0) E ~.m 
with Ix(O) - z* I < 6~ we have that z(t) remains in ~,m and Ix(t) - x* I < e for t >_ O. It is said 
to be globally asymptotically stable with respect o ~.m ff in addition, (2) for x(0) 6 ~.m, every 
solution x(t) ~ x* as t --, +co holds (see [3]). 
This is not the usual definition in the sense that here the trajectories followed are those starting 
in a nonnegative part of an open neighborhood of the equilibrium. Since our solution may 
allow one or more species to become extinct, we need to know the conditions under which the 
solutions (which may end up on the boundary) are stable. 
THEOREM 1. Let x* in Nm be a nonzero equilibrium point for system (1). Let V : N.m _~ ~ be 
a continuously differentiable function such that 
(a) V(x*) = 0 and V(x) > 0 if x # x*, x 6 Nm. (we say that V is positive definite), 
(b) if(x) <_ 0 for all x a ~.~, where f~ : ~.~ --* ~ is the function defined by f/(x) = 
V ' (x )X  F(x)  (we say that V is negative semidefinite on ~.~). 
Then x* is stable with respect o ~.m. Furthermore, if in addition, the following hold: 
(c) V(x) < 0 for all x ~ x*, x 6 N. m (we say that ~/ is negative definite on N.m), 
(d) ~'(x) --* co as [[x[[ --* co, and V(x) --* co as xi --* O, for i such that x* ~ O, 
then x* is globally asymptotically stable with respect o Nm. (i.e., in the sense of Gob [3]). V(x) 
is referred to as a Lyapunov function for x*. 
3. COMPLEMENTARITY  THEORY AND RESULTS 
In order for system (1) to have a linearly stable equilibrium point x*, Fi(x*) must be zero for 
each i 6 P and Fi(x*) must be nonpositive for each j 6 Q. This is consistent with "saturated 
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equilibrium" as defined in [4]. Thus, at equilibrium, x*F~(x*) = 0 for each i E M*. Finding an 
equilibrium of (1) is therefore quivalent to finding a solution to a nonlinear complementarity 
problem (NCP), thereby allowing us to use the complementarity theory to guarantee conditions 
under which a unique solution exists. If we let g~(x) = a~,t - ~-~jeM* aij,txj, then F~(x) = 
maxt{g~(x)}, and Fi(x) is actually made up of at most Li connected linear segments. This 
problem is equivalent to the following generalized linear complementarity problem (GLCP): for 
i E M*, find xi such that 
xi >_ O, g~(z) <0, fo r£=l , . . . , L i ,  xi H g~(x) = O. (2) 
tELl 
Geometrically speaking, when the solution exists and is unique, it will be the intersection of 
m piecewise linear functions with the i TM species having up to Li + 1 linear segments or possible 
states. We assume without loss in generality, that Li = L for all i, L = {1, . . . ,  L}. 
DEFINITION 3. For each fixed £ E L, let At be the associated m x m matr/x whose i , j  th entry 
is aij,~. Consider a matrix An where for each row i, the i th row is the i th row Of any one of 
these L matrices. The set of ali such matrices will be referred to as the representative matrices 
of system (2). (There will be up to L m such matrices for a given system.) 
DEFINITION 4. Let A, D be real m × m matrices. Let D be a positive definite diagonal matrix. 
i. A is a P-matrix (A • P), if all its principal minors are positive. If, in addition, ali of its 
off-diagonal elements are nonpositive, then A is said to be a M-matrix (A • M). 
ii. H there exists a D ~ DA + ArD which is positive definite, then A • Sw, where S~ is the 
set of all diagonally positive quasi-definite matrices (DPQD). H D is the identity matrix, 
then A is said to be positive quasi-definite, say PQD (i.e., the symmetric part of A is 
positive definite). Note that every A • S~ is a P-matr/x and every 2 x 2 P-matrix is 
in S~. 
iii. By S~(D), we will mean the set of all A in S~ such that DA + ATD is positive definite 
for a fixed D. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a unique solution to system (2) if the set representative matrices of 
system (3) are all P-matrices [5,6]. 
Since all ST-matrices are P-matrices [7], they represent a class of matrices that not only 
guarantees a solution for systems (1),(2), but also guarantees uniqueness. The solution is such 
that for each i, x~' is zero, Fi(x*) is zero, or both are zero. These equilibria will be globally 
asymptotically stable for some subclass of these matrices. 
However, since Sw is not contained in the set of M-matrices, the following result extends the 
class of functions for which the results in [8] concerning M-functions and strongly monotone 
functions hold. It also generalizes the two-species results of [1] to an arbitrary number of species. 
RESULT 1. Suppose that there exists a positive diagonal matr/x, D, such that every representative 
matrix of system (3) is in ST(D), where dr is the i th diagonal element of D. Let 
ieQ ieP 
Assume that an equilibriurn point x* > 0 exists for (2). Then V(x) is a Lyapunov function for x* 
and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Hence, x* is globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. 
(a) Clearly V(x*) = O. 
(b) l?(x) = 
(e) 
V(x) is a positive definite function (see [3]). 
di (xi - x;) Fi(x) + ~ diFi(x) xi 
iEP iEQ 
dr (xi - x*) (F~(x) - Fi(x*)) + ~-~ diFi(x) xi, 
iEM* iEQ 
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where ~'~ieQ diFi(x) xi < O. 
Let r~ be such that g~'(x) _> g~(x) and let r* be such that g~'(x*) > gti(x* ) for £ e L. For each 
iE  M*: 
if x~ > z~, then take Wi = di (xi - x;) - Z ~(~') . , j  - z ; )  
ieM* (3) 
if xi < x~, then take Wi = di (xi - x~) - ~ ^(~D , , , j  - 
iEM* 
Then V(z) _< ~ieM* Wi = W(x).  We can rewrite W(x)  = - (1 /2) (x  - x*)(DAR + ATD)(x  - x*) 
where An will be one of the representative matrices of system (2). By assumption, D may be 
chosen so An e ST. Thus lY(x) < W(x)  < 0 for x # x* and V(x*) = W(x*) = O. | 
4, GENERAL IZED P IECEWISE  L INEAR MODEL 
WITH D ISPERSAL  AMONG PATCHES 
Consider now a closed system of n homogeneous patches with no diffusion between the patches 
initially. For each i E N = {i : i = 1. . .  n}, the i th  patch is as described in (2). Each such patch 
has the same steady-state solution x* E ~.m, due to the homogeneity of the patches. Let diffusion 
occur now among the patches with no net flux across the boundary of the system. One way of 
k such that describing the system's teady-state is as follows: for i E M*, h, k E N, ~ E L, find x~ 
k>O, X i _ 
(4) 
0 = dx~ -k~tk ~ Dtkth 
/ ~ i 
h#k 
We assume that the diffusion of the i th species from patch k to patch h depends linearly on 
the difference of the populations, x h and x k with nonnegative diffusion rate D~ kt~. This implies 
that populations can migrate from any patch k to any other patch h (though not necessarily in a 
direct path) if the population density of patch k is not lower than that of patch h. Furthermore, 
we assume that the D t~th = D thtk 
- - i  - - i  " 
DEFINITION 5. Let S}~rnn represent ran-dimensional Euclidean space. Let & be a steady-state 
of (4). Let P, Q be such that MN = P U Q = {1, . . . ,  ran} and xi > 0 for i E P, P nonempty, 
and&i = Ofor i  E Q. Let ~.mn = {x E ~mn :Xi > 0 for i  E Pandx j  > 0 fo r j  E Q}. Then 
& > 0 is said to be a solution or an equilibrium of (4) if fci = 0 for i E MN.  
DEFINITION 6. A nonnegative, nonzero equilibrium point fc of system (4) is said to be stable 
with respect o g~.~n iff 
(i) for every e > O, there exists a 6~ > 0 such that for every x(O) e ~.mn with Ix(0) - ~[ < 5,, 
we have that x(t) remains in N. mn and Ix(t) - ~[ < e for t >_ O. 
It is said to be globally asymptotically stable with respect o ~.~" if in addition to (i), the following 
holds: 
(ii) for x(O) E N. m'~, every solution x(t) --* Sc as t --~ +oo. 
= . mn D i (x~ = for Hence, one solution to (4) is ~ [x* . .x* ]  T E N . .  Note that ~h#k ~kt, h _ Xf) 0 
this equilibrium, and complementarity theory gives us existence and uniqueness of ~, provided 
that all representative matrices are in P. 
RESULT 2. Suppose that every representative matr/x of system (2) is in Sw(D), for some D, and 
let di be the i th diagonal element of D. Let 
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Assume that  an equilibrium point x* > 0 exists for (2). Then & = Ix* . . .  x*] T is a nonnegative 
equilibrium point for (4). Then V(x) is a Lyapunov function for ~ and satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem i when V : ~.mn __, ~ and Vk(x) : ~.mn __. ~, k e N. Hence, & is globally asymptotically 
stable. 
PROOF. From Theorem 1 and Result  1, x* > 0 exists and is unique in every isolated patch (i.e., 
if diffusion was not present).  Consider 2 -- [x* . . .  x*] T > 0. Clear ly (a) and (d) of Theorem 1 
hold. For (b) and (c), at equi l ibr ium F[ k = F[h = Fi(x*) for each /k ,  £h and for all i: 
= + 
LieP ~eQ J 
iEMN iEQ 
h k 2 
xki ) - - ~ z .~ x~Di  -XYg  
ieMN h#k ieMN h#k Xi xi 
for ;Tkz ,xih >_ 0, di > 0. 
Clear ly  
iEMN h•k 
and 
h k 2 
- x iD~ -X~-~ < O. 
iEMN h~k Xi xi 
kF, X* Since F~(x*) < O, ~-~eQ dixi ~( ) <_ O. Following the proof of Result  1, we get 
1 
f/k(x) < --~ (x k -- x*) (DA + AT D) (x k - x*) = Wk(x) < O, for each k. 
So V(x) = ~k~N f/k(x) <-- ~-~keN Wk(x) = W(x)  < 0 where l / (x )  = 0 iff ~ = 0. | 
So diffusion appears  to have no effect upon the stabi l i ty  of this type of system as was demon- 
s t rated for systems in [7,9]. 
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